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iPhone, iPod, iPad, and iPod touch users are well known and used to having a constant internet connection while on the go. While most of us understand how essential that always-connected experience is, there are some times when we just need to disconnect. For those of you that are a bit disconnected from your iPhone and iPod at times, you are in luck. There is a new app from
TuttoMobile that will allow you to send a message to your iPhone without ever going online. To use the app, just select a message and after that, select the option to send in the app. It is free to download and the app will work through a 3G connection or Wi-Fi. Unfortunately, the app is only available in English. According to TuttoMobile, they will be adding more languages in the future
and will offer an option to use the app to send messages via SMS. The Rockstar Energy Drink Girls’ Go-Go World Tour is one of those live events that you will remember, whether it was in the 80’s, 90’s, or even today. There have been some amazing performances and Lady Gaga is just one of them. It was a legendary performance that is still remembered to this day. She has some great
songs to perform, such as “Bad Romance”, “The Edge Of My Lungs”, and “Human Nature” to name a few. Check out this memorable performance in the video below. If it does not get you pumped for the next festival season, I do not know what will. Windows 10 Pro has joined the ranks of the monthly updates from Microsoft, which is now up to 15. You can read about all of the updates
here. If you are currently running Windows 10 Pro, this includes Windows 10 Enterprise, the update will be downloaded to your device automatically. There is also a free update for Windows Insiders. Click here to read all about that. Here is the changelog for the update: The Start menu will now open in an on-screen Start Menu when you press or click the Windows button on any device.
The Start Menu will also open when you press or click the Start button in the taskbar. The new Windows icon will be visible on the taskbar. The folder view for Libraries will have a new style that will make the folder structure easier to read. Search will now also show information about social profiles, including email addresses 3e33713323
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